Foam Cover Instructions

Foam Cover Instructions

I. To help prevent tearing the foam when it is tapered into the socket:
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•Hollow out the foam cover to accommodate the socket.
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•Cover the inside of the hollowed-out portion with glue
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  such as Endo or a similar adhesive.
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•Allow to dry.

•Allow to dry.

2.  Obtain a rough shape for the foam by using a coarse sanding cone and        
     turning the foam against the direction of the sander.
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3.  Smooth the foam by using a fine sanding cone and turning the foam in
the same direction as the sander.
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4.  For the Easy-Shape AK Foam Cover, follow the above steps; addition
     ally, hiding the glue seams will be easier if you shape around the
     circumference of the cover as opposed to up and down the length
of the cover.
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